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The Pride Chapter 3: Hospital Incident

Nicko is standing in silence while squinting his eyes to see the
desperate Jamie. Questioning what happend with this fat man,
how could he loose his courage. His shown power and
snobbery are disappeared directly.
　　"Russel, do you know what you have to do to a cheater?" Mr.
Lloyd is asking to one of the black suit men, who is standing in
a first row.
　　Russell got a flat expression, no smile or laugh, seems never.
Everything must be straight on him. May be Russell is a leader
for them.
　　Russel took a gun from her left waist. Wipe that black gun
slowly right in front of Jamie's family.
　　Flat expression is shown by Russell seems give him more
strength and power. This makes The Watts feel more desperate.
　　Jamie, the one who really fear of his death gives signal to his
children. Ask them to go on their knee and begging for mercy.
　　"Please forgive us Mr.Lloyd, we have made a mistake. We are
thirsty by your wealth on us," Jamie is begging for Mr. Lloyd's
leniency.
　　Unfortunately,  Russell has no positive reaponds to this fat
man kneeling. He uses the gun on his hand and hit Jamie's
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head. Then put a gun on this poor fat man's head like trying to
shoot him, then glanced over his minions.
　　The minions also pointing their gun to the Watts include
Emily. Fear is around the Watts,  nothing they can do but
begging for a mercy.
　　"Tell us the truth, who is Young Master of Lloyd? Russel gives
command while pushing a gun on Jamie's eyelid.
　　The looser fat man is starting to pee on his pant. He is
pointing a shabby dressed young man in front of him, slowly.
　　"I have thought it already. It can be seen by his unique birth
mark,  also the DNA test result which is sent by Kyle," Mr. Lloyd
muttering.
　　No need to wait longer, Jamie makes a confession about
what he did with his family to the Young Master of Lloyd. They
are trying to build the condescending and pesimistic on real
Nicko. They want Nicko grew up as a looser and have unlimited
access for Mr. Lloyd money by using Nicko's mental health.
　　"Damn, i can't believe this!" Mr Lloyd said flustered and
clenching his hand with a strength.
　　"So you lied to me, so far?" Nicko is asking suddenly.
　　"Nicko, please forgive us for hurting you so far. Please, i am
begging you, " Jamie is begging on him with a hope behind.
　　"Nicko, please.  Don't you remember that we are always have
fun playing together since we were a child. Don't you have any
compassion to us?" Devon is trying to remain him.
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　　Nicko raises hisnhead and trying to ignore them. What kind
of fun is that? Nicko was never allowed to touch Devon's toys.
Threw all the toys he has no interest anymore is much better
than give to Nicko.
　　Kyle is trying to calm Nicko, since his face is getting red by
the anger. He realize that this young man has a deep
disappointment to them.
　　"Young Master, please follow me and Mr. Lloyd, and let
Russel fisnish all this mess," Kyle is asking him with a politness.
　　Nicko has not fully understand about what happend. He just
nod and follow those men with fancy suit on.
　　                        ***
　　"What do you feel for now, Nicko? " Phillip Lloyd is asking and
pat on his shoulder.
　　Nicko is still confusing and trying to figure out what was
happend just now. Wiping his face with hands and get all the
guts to ask.
　　"So, is that true that you are my father, Sir?" He is asking to
the man with a tie and suit next to him.
　　"Nicko, my son, you've heard all of them already. My
apologize for keeping you with a wrong person. I thought it
would keep you save but in fact you got much trouble," Phillip
Lloyd says with full of regret.
　　"Would you mind to talk about it?" Nicko is asking with his
curiousity.
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　　The Lloyd was not rich as nowadays at that time. They are
stick on second degree of the social piramyd. Previously, unfair
business competition was a threat, sometimes it could be a
murder.
　　Just like what happend on the Lloyd,  that was horrifying.
What theu can do as a parent is only keep his precious son.
Jamie was a loyal buttler on Lloyd family, thus he trust Nicko to
him. Nicko's last name was hiding at that time.
　　Unfortunately, that was't a right  decision. The butler he
tought as a loyal person was cheating and treat his son badly.
　　Once again,  to make sure that this handsome young man
has Lloyd blood, Nicko has to show his ID card also the blood
type test. Not only that, but he also do the DNA's check by using
his blood and the result will be. Ready in seven days.
　　Nicko's face almost has no similiarity with his father, but not
his dark brown hair. However, if he is seen clearly, he got much
similiarity with Stephany, Phllip Lloyd wife.
　　"Nicko, we need your DNA to ensure everything," Kyle asked
earlier.
　　"I have no problem with that. I do understand if you need any
further checking to find out who is the real Lloyd. In fact you has
been cheated earlier," Nicko is answering wisely. Phillip Lloyd
and Kyle Brenan are facing each other. Asking Nicko to stay
with the Lloyd, then.
　　"Thank you for your generous invitation,  but i apologize, i
can't, since i am married and i will not leave my wife alone."
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　　Nicko is not understand still, about what happend just now.
He sees his real father accidentally.
　　While Phillip Lloyd tries to understand his son, he squints at
Kyle and ask him to do his duty.
　　"Yes, Sir," Kyle understand it well,  and get the envelope then
give it to Nicko.
　　"What is this, Sir?" Nicko is questioning.
　　 "That's an ATM card. Your father has made it since you were
born, and will give it when you get married," Kyle is telling him
clearly.
　　Nicko feels surprisingly and try to refuse it because the DNA
test result is not shown yet. Also, he wont be a beggar, but
Phillip Lloyd and his asistant are insisting.
　　"Take it mys son, please, the pin number is your birthdate,"
Mr. Lloyd is explaining clearly.
　　Nicko says thanks before he leaves. They promise to see
each other in a week later,  at the same place.
　　                          ***
　　Phillip Lloyd is walking back to Emily's room and followed by
his asistant. They find bruised face on Jamie and his children
include his daughter Jessica. Meanwhile, the sick Emily is
crying in fear.
　　Jamie crawls and get closer to Mr. Lloyd, again, begging for
mercy but this wise man has no respond to him. He squints at
Kyle and saying,
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　　"Damage their residance and cut all their facilities access,
and no more responsibility for her hospital billing! "
　　"Yes, Sir," Kyle is respinding positevely and calling the
hospital.
　　Jamie has been standing on his knee still, trying to hold Mr.
Lloyd's leg and asking forgiveness. However, one of Russel's
minion kick him down. Mr. Lloyd doesn't care about them at all.
　　In the meantime,
　　Nicko seea an ATM machine in the hospital accidentally. His
curiousity about the new ATM card leads him to go to that
machine. Soemthing surprising appears,  thirty billion dollars is
mentioned on a screen
　　"Is this for real?"
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